With you all the way
Driving your new Tucson away from the showroom is just the start of a long and
happy relationship. We’ve prepared a number of progammes to make sure it stays
that way.
Hyundai Genuine Accessories

5 Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty

Waxoyl

Nothing fits better than a Hyundai Genuine
Accessory. Designed and engineered to enhance
the looks and capabilities of your Tucson, and
meet the rigorous manufacturing standards
demanded of all Hyundai products.

Living proof of our faith and trust in our products
is our 5-year new vehicle warranty which comes
without any mileage restrictions.

Motors Inc. recommends a full Waxoyl package
on all newly acquired models. This package
consists of 120-4 Cavity Protector, Underbody
Protector, Motor Care Engine Protection, UPT
Fabric Protector and 100+ paint sealant effectively
giving you a 12-year anti-perforation warranty on
your new car.

Waxoyl
complements the
manufacturer’s
warranty and will help to maintain the new look of
your car for many years to come, thus protecting
your investment and enhancing its future resale
value.

The Hyundai 5 Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been originally sold by an authorized Hyundai dealer to an end-customer, as set out
in the terms and conditions of the warranty booklet.
All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the
representation of vehicle colours are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the range of equipment for European
markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor
Europe reserves the right to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content without notice. Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.

HYUNDAI SHOWROOM
MSIDA VALLEY ROAD, BIRKIRKARA, BKR 9077, MALTA
T. (+356) 2269 2201/4 | E. HYUNDAISALES@MOTORSINC.COM.MT
W. HYUNDAI.COM.MT | FB. /HYUNDAIMALTA | IG. @HYUNDAI_MALTA

Dedicated to
everyone who’s
dedicated.
Life is a journey. Sometimes the road less travelled.
Sometimes the morning commute. Getting there is half
the fun – and most of the work sometimes.
Because let’s face it: when it comes right down to it,
there’s a secret to success: hard work works.
Like the Tucson: through hard work and innovation,
Hyundai successfully created one of world’s best-selling
SUVs – designed and built in Europe. Combining a
refreshed, bolder design with loads of new smart tech
and the latest advanced driver assistance systems,
the New Tucson continues to define a higher standard
as standard.

A bold new look.
Sleek and powerful, the New Tucson’s bolder, refreshed exterior design strikes a stylish
balance between form and function. The flowing
surfaces also make a distinctive and
elegant statement.

Distinctive design details.
Featuring a wide range of bold new design elements, the New Tucson’s facelift will have heads turning.

Now featuring Hyundai’s signature Cascading Grille

New rear LED combination lamps
New twin chrome tailpipe tips

New Bi-LED headlamps with Smart High Beam assist

Redesigned rear bumper and new LED combination lamps

With Hyundai SmartSense, our cutting-edge Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, the New Tucson has been updated
with the latest active safety technology and driving assistance features – built to provide you with more security and
peace of mind. From automatic braking to avoid collisions and keeping you in your lane, to detecting vehicles in the
blind spot, it can alert you of potential dangers when driving.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) with pedestrian detection. The FCA system uses the front
mounted camera and the radar sensor to monitor the
traffic ahead. Should it detect a potential collision
with a vehicle in front or with a pedestrian, it will warn
the driver and if required, automatically slow or stop
the vehicle.

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA). The standard LKA uses
the front camera to monitor the lines of the road. In
case of an unintended lane departure, it will warn the
driver and can apply counter steering torque to guide
the car back to the lane.

Advanced Smart Cruise Control (ASCC) with Stop & Go
function. Using front radar sensors, Advanced Smart
Cruise Control with Stop & Go function keeps a constant speed and distance from the vehicle ahead by
automatically accelerating and braking. If traffic comes
to a halt, the Stop & Go system applies the brake until
the car comes to a standstill and accelerates to the
desired speed as soon as the road is clear.

Blind Spot Collision Warning (BSCW) with Lane
Change Assist (LCA). Using 2 radar sensors in the
lower rear bumper, the system visually warns you of
traffic in the blind spot area. Should you set the turn
indicator in such a situation, the Lane Change Assist
will sound an acoustic alert.

Full LED Lighting Technology. High Beam Assist
detects oncoming vehicles as well as vehicles in the
same lane ahead at night, and changes from high
beam to low beam as appropriate. The Static Bending Light illuminates the front side area ahead when
cornering, improving visibility at night.

Rear-Cross Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW). When
reversing out of a narrow parking space, the RearCross Traffic Collision Warning reduces the risk of a
collision. Using 2 radar sensors at the rear, it warns
you in case of any approaching cross traffic.

Intelligent Speed Limit Warning (ISLW). The Intelligent Speed Limit Warning uses the front camera and
information from the navigation system to identify
road speed signs and displays the speed limit and
no-passing signs in real time. The information is displayed in both the navigation system display and the
TFT cluster.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW). This standard feature raises safety and convenience to an entirely new
level by continuously monitoring and analysing driving patterns. When a pattern of fatigue or distraction
is identified, DAW gets the driver’s attention with an
audible alert and pop-up message suggesting a
break.

Crafted for convenience.
The New Tucson offers an expanded range of clever features that provide more comfort
and convenience for everyone on board. Enjoy finger-tip control with the electronic parking brake –
which also frees up space in the centre console for the wireless smartphone charging pad.
For easier and safer parking, the Surround View Monitor gives you 360° visibility. The navigation system
features 3D maps and a free five-year subscription to LIVE services offering real-time weather information, traffic updates and speed cameras – where legally allowed – so you can stay on course and
up-to-date.
Electronic parking brake

Space to explore.
Sit back and relax, the New Tucson’s comfortable cabin is also extremely spacious – offering
plenty of space for five adults. And the wide-opening panoramic sunroof makes it feel even roomier.
You’ll be happy to know that when you’re out seeing more of the world, the New Tucson offers an
ample amount of trunk volume of 513 litres – so you can take everything you need with you.
The variable load space is also simple to adjust – the 60/40 rear seats can be folded flat in seconds
to accommodate passengers and longer items. With the rear reclining seats folded flat,
you have 1,503 litres of space to fill with anything and everything you need.
The 60:40 split rear seats fold flat in seconds for maximum flexibility.

Interior design highlights.

Clever and convenient.

An impressive blend of exceptional roominess and comfort, the attention to detail makes the New Tucson interior so special.

Redesigned with even more of today’s smart tech, the New Tucson is equipped with an abundance of clever features to make every journey even more relaxed.

Supervision cluster – Optimally placed and easy to read, the supervision cluster with its 4.2” colour LCD
screen shows important driver information like: the status of active safety features, remaining range, fuel consumption, navigation instructions, outside temperature and more.

Surround View Monitor – Nice and easy. The Surround View Monitor in the New Tucson helps make manoeuvring in confined spaces easier and safer. Through a series of strategically located cameras, this advanced
safety feature provides you a 360° view of the area surrounding the vehicle so you can see exactly what you’re
doing.

Connected for a better experience.
The New Tucson has been reengineered to provide you with even more of the seamless connectivity you expect. It is equipped with the latest innovative tech that adds to your
driving experience without interfering with it. Like the new 7” Display Audio touch-screen that puts everything at your fingertips with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™. Just
connect your smart phone to have your favourite apps right up on the big screen. You can then use voice control commands to take calls, send and receive messages, and listen
to music on the premium sound system from KRELL. 10 high-end speakers and an external amplifier treat everyone
on board to a very special surround sound experience.
Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

8” Floating touch-screen – One of the big changes inside the cockpit of the New Tucson is the seamless 8”
touch-screen. Perfectly positioned for easy interaction, it floats above the dashboard. This design allows multimedia information to be displayed higher and nearer your line-of-sight. Enjoy quick access to the infotainment
and navigation system, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ as well as a free five-year subscription to LIVE Services.

Tailored leather stitching – Depending on the trim level, supple leather with accent stitching covers many of
the interior surfaces for a refined and tailored atmosphere.

Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

Premium sound system from KRELL

7” Display Audio touch-screen with Apple Carplay™ and Android Auto™

Wireless smartphone charging, AUX-in, USB and
12V plug right at your fingertips.

Dimensions and Specifications

Black one tone

Sahara Beige two tone

Black / Red Wine

Black / Light Grey

Leather Black

Leather Sahara Beige

Leather Red Wine

Leather Light Grey

1,655 (1,660) mm

Interior Colours and Seat Trims

2,670 mm
4,480 mm

1,604 mm
1,850 mm

Exterior Colours

GAMMA 1.6 GDI
DRIVE SYSTEM
Polar White

Platinum Silver

Micron Grey

White Sand

Olivine Grey

Moon Rock

2 WD

TRANSMISSION

A/T

Engine Red

Fiery Red

Stellar Blue

Champion Blue

DRIVETRAIN

CAPACITIES
TYRES
19” alloy wheel

18” alloy wheel (new)

17” alloy wheel

16” alloy wheel

6-speed manual transmisson
7-speed dual-clutch transmission (DCT),
8-speed automatic transmission (AT)

EMISSIONS AND
FUEL ECONOMY

DCT

M/T

DCT

M/T

2 WD

4 WD

M/T

DCT

4 WD

M/T

DCT

M/T

A/T

1.598

1.598

1.598

1.995

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

BORE x STROKE (mm)

77 x 85.44

77 x 85.44

77 x 85.44

77 x 85.8

77 x 85.8

77 x 85.8

84 x 90

COMPRESSION RATIO

11.0

10.0

10.0

15.9

15.9

15.9

16.0

97 (132) / 6.300

130 (177) / 5.500

130 (177) / 5.500

85 (115) / 4.000

100 (136) / 4.000

100 (136) / 4.000

136 (185) / 4.000

160.8

265

265

280

320

320

400

16 Valve MLA

16 Valve MLA

16 Valve MLA

16 Valve HLA

16 Valve HLA

16 Valve HLA

16 Valve HLA

MAX. POWER (kW (PS)/rpm)
MAX. TORQUE (Nm)

TRANSMISSION TYPE

WEIGHT AND

M/T

2 WD

R 2.0 (HIGH)

1.591

NUMBER OF GEARS
PERFORMANCE

4 WD

U 1.6 (HIGH)

1.591

VALVE SYSTEM

Wheels and Transmissions

U 1.6 (LOW)

1.591

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS

Phantom Black

2 WD

M/T
DISPLACEMENT (cc)

ENGINE AND

GAMMA 1.6 T-GDI

1,615 mm

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Automatic

Manual

Automatic

6

6

6

7

6

7

6

6

7

6

7

6

8
201

MAX. SPEED (kph)

182

170

203

201

202

201

175

180

180

180

180

201

0 TO 100 KPH (sec)

11,5

12,1

9,2

8,9

9,5

9,1

11,8

11,2

11.8

11.4

12.0

9.9

9.5

CURB WEIGHT (lightest) (kg)

1.414

1.440

1.470

1.502

1.531

1.562

1.507

1.507

1.525

1.578

1.601

1.621

1.643

CURB WEIGHT (highest) (kg)

1.572

1.597

1.636

1.668

1.697

1.664

1.664

1.682

1.735

1.758

1.774

LUGGAGE SPACE (min) (l)
SIZE

502 - 513

502 - 513

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

1.727
502 - 513

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

502 - 513

502 - 513

502 - 513

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

1.796
502 - 513

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

225/70R16/60R17/55R18/45R19

URBAN (L/100km)

8.6 – 7.9

9.8

9.8

9.0

10.0

9.2

5.3

5.3

4.9

5.5

5.1

7.1

8.0

EXTRA-URBAN (L/100km)

5.6 – 5.4

6.0

5.8

6.0

6.2

6.5

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.9

5.2

5.2

5.6

COMBINED (L/100km)

6.7 – 6.3

7.4

7.3

7.1

7.6

7.5

4.9

4.9

4.8

5.1

5.1

5.9

6.5

CO2 COMBINED (g/km)

156 – 147

174

169

165

177

175

129

129

125

136

135

154

170

